ADOT wants YOU to be an SSP! (Super Safe Pedestrian)

Help Super Safe Pedestrian Pete get to school safely! Draw the route he should walk and follow the rules!

1. Walk on a sidewalk whenever possible. If there is no sidewalk, walk facing the traffic on the left side of the road.

2. Be alert, removing any headphones or putting devices like phones down while crossing a street.

3. Make eye contact and wave to drivers before stepping out. At a four-way intersection, also look behind and in front.

4. Cross at corners, using crosswalks and traffic signals whenever possible. Wait for the signal to cross, but still watch out for cars.

5. Before crossing a street, stop, look left, right and then left again to make sure it is safe to cross.

6. Walk, don’t run, across the street.

Always listen to your school’s crossing guard - if one is present.

Thanks to the Active Transportation Alliance for these safe pedestrian rules